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From: REDACTED  
Date: Wed, May 17, 2017 at 12:44 PM 
Subject: Helpful advocate for tenants 
To: "harrygural@gmail.com" <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
Harry's research and sharing of information has been very helpful in regards to Equity's use of rent 
"concessions" to unfairly treat tenants. I wish I had read his information before Equity coerced me into 
signing another lease, even though I should have been able to go month to month (and subsequently 
had to pay a bundle of money for breaking this coerced lease).  
 
His role in helping tenants have access to knowledge to help combat the way Equity games the system 
is invaluable. 
 
Signed, 
 
A former Equity resident who will not disclose their name for fear of retaliation.  
 

 

From: David Wilson   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED 
Date: Wed, May 17, 2017 at 1:10 PM 
Subject: Retaliation 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
Harry, 
 
To the Presiding Administrative Law Judge: 
 
I have been a tenant at 3003 Van Ness Street (previously known as Van Ness South) for almost 15 
years.  During this entire period, I have been a member of the Van Ness South Tenants' Association, 
serving on its Board in 2005 and otherwise actively participating in its affairs. 
 
I am extremely concerned that our housing provider is trying to decapitate our tenant organization by 
evicting our president, Harry Gural. 
 
Mr. Gural has worked tirelessly on behalf of the tenants in our building during the past several years 
that he has served as president of VNSTA. In particular, he immediately informed the members of the 
association and all other tenants as soon as he became aware of the abusive use of "rent concessions" 
by our landlord, Equity Residential.  Equity was clearly using this contrivance to circumvent the intent 
of the District of Columbia Council when it enacted amendments to the Rental Housing Act eliminating 
rent ceilings in order to stop abuses of the Rent Stabilization Program.  Unfortunately, these abuses are 
now continuing in a new configuration. 
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Mr. Gural also brought this problem to the attention of the Office of Tenant Advocate, numerous 
Council Members and their staffs, and the Office of the Attorney General, among others.  His efforts on 
behalf of all tenants began well before he became personally involved by receiving a notice of 
eviction.  I share the conviction of all VNSTA members that Equity is blatantly retaliating against Mr. 
Gural for his strenuous efforts to protect the interests of all tenants in our building.  I sincerely urge 
you not to allow our tenant association to be silenced and rendered leaderless by the removal of Mr. 
Gural from our building. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
David G Wilson 
Apt. S1006, 3003 Van Ness Street, NW 
 

From: Amelia Finch   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED  
Date: Wed, May 17, 2017 at 9:44 AM 
Subject: Assistance with Rent Negotiations 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
Harry has been generous with his time and professional knowledge in assisting myself and numerous 
other tenants in negotiations with apartment management at 3003 Van Ness. Harry worked tirelessly 
and without compensation on a variety of projects that advocated for tenants rights at 3003 Van Ness. 
In my personal experience, the one that had the most impact for me, was his assistance in rent and 
lease negotiations with the Equity management company. Equity is set on manipulation of the current 
rent control laws that leave renters in a dangerously vulnerable position. Harry worked with me to 
explain my rights to me and warned me of certain scare tactics that Equity may use to try to force me 
into forfeiting my tenants rights. He did this over numerous occasions by email, in person one-on-one, 
and in group settings. Harry continued this assistance over several years, each time Equity tried to 
strong me into giving up my tenants rights. 
 
Harry assisted myself and many others as the President of the Van Ness Tenants association and I know 
without his help my outcomes would not have been as positive. 
 
 Amelia Finch 
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From: Adelstein, Shirley (SMD 3F02) <3F02@anc.dc.gov> 
Date: Wed, May 17, 2017 at 9:20 AM 
Subject: Thank you 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
Dear Harry, 
 
I would like to thank you for all your hard work in support of tenants at 3003 Van Ness and elsewhere. I 
have heard from numerous residents that you have guided them through housing challenges, including 
difficulties with so-called "concessions" that threaten tenants' abilities to stay in their homes. You have 
been a tireless advocate and dedicated neighbor. For that, our community is very grateful. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Shirley Adelstein 
ANC Commissioner, SMD 3F02 
 

 
From: Benjamin Serinsky    EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED 
Date: Tue, May 16, 2017 at 8:52 PM 
Subject: What Harry has done for me 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
Harry is the rock of the 3003 Van Ness community. He not only provides trust in the community, but he 
also provides the sense of having a community, something that management is not fond of.  
 
When management was trying to take advantage of my rent increase, I contacted Harry for help and 
guidance. He not only met with me and gave me advice, but he also followed up and asked how things 
were going. He's invested in the well being of everyone in the community.  
 
When I was in mediation with Avis and Jesse, I remember Avis being frustrated that the tenant 
association "all talk to eachother" on Harry's listserv. Harry wants to bring the community together, 
while management wants to keep it separate so they can take advantage of the tenants.  
 

 
From: Sarah Pleznac   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED  
Date: Wed, May 17, 2017 at 9:03 AM 
Subject: Support of Harry Gural 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
I met Harry Gural in 2013 when I joined the Van Ness South Tenants Association (VNSTA).  At that time 
he was a Board Member of the VNSTA. In early 2013 when I first met Harry, several tenants including 
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myself were having problems during the building’s balcony renovations. The jackhammers used for the 
project were disruptive and unpleasant throughout the day, it was so horrific that the floor in my 
apartment would shake.  I had allergic reactions from construction dust that would enter my 
apartment through the windows and ventilation system.  Management would not address any of these 
issues.  Harry Gural told me about my rights as a tenant and the resources available to me.  He 
encouraged me and told me how to document the construction dust and the noise, so I could report it 
to DCRA and file a tenant petition. 
 
Harry tried to help me negotiate with management when they attempted to increase my rent by more 
than $1,200 in January 2015. Harry has organized other tenants who’ve experienced the same problem 
with management circumventing rent control laws by using rent concessions.  Harry planned a VNSTA 
meeting where Councilmember Mary Cheh and Councilmember Anita Bonds spoke and took questions 
regarding the rent control problem in our building. He has brought awareness and a voice to this issue 
that many of our residents face.  Harry has been a tremendous resource and advocate for tenants at 
3003 Van Ness.  He’s one of the first people I call when I have a problem. 
 
 
Sarah Pleznac 
3003 Van Ness Street NW 
Apt. W619 
Washington, DC 20008 
 

 
From: Harry Herman   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED  
Date: Wed, May 17, 2017 at 10:35 AM 
Subject: Example of your assistance re Equity's eviction attempt 
To: "harrygural@gmail.com" <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
Dear Mr. Gural, 
 
I want to thank you for your assistance when Equity tried to evict me. I am a long term resident and 
according to my lease I must pay my rent by the 10 of the month.  Equity had been harassing me and 
finally falsely tried to evict me. Your help was quite valuable in this matter in preparation of the 
attached letter which resolved the issue and their harassment. 
 
Harry Herman Jr.  PE 
 

From: Jeff Schmidt   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED  
Date: Wed, May 17, 2017 at 4:52 AM 
Subject: Equity's retaliation against you 
To: harrygural@gmail.com 
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Hi Harry, 
  
I have lived in our building since before Equity owned it, and so I have witnessed all of their behavior 
here. 
  
It appears that Equity has become fed up with your persistent, public advocacy on behalf of 
tenants.  Your long history of making well-reasoned challenges to Equity's abusive practices has made 
it clear to them that the only way to silence you is to harass you until you move out.  Nothing else 
explains Equity's effort to attack you in every way that they can. 
  
Equity certainly has not forgotten that your video documentation of their illegal pollution of the 
building with concrete (silica) dust caused them to be fined by the city more than once.  The attached 
file documents one of those fines. 
  
For the sake of all of the tenants, I hope that the court has the courage to stop Equity's retaliation 
against you. 
  
Best, 
  
Jeff 
  
Jeff Schmidt 
W406 
3003 Van Ness Street NW 
Washington, DC 20008 
jeffschmidt@alumni.uci.edu 
 

 
From: Nicolas Fiorini   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED 
Date: Mon, May 15, 2017 at 7:50 PM 
Subject: Thank you Harry 
To: harrygural@gmail.com 
 
Hi Harry, 
 
This email is to express how thankful I am for your help regarding the "concession". As you certainly 
recall, Equity wanted to increase my rent from $1,695 to about $2,500 in January. I went to you to be 
advised as to how I should approach them. I went to you because you warned residents about it on the 
tenants association website. 
 
After your help, I was able to get a new concession from Equity bringing the new rent to $1,813. Even if 
it is an effective increase of $118 or 7%, we decided to accept it as clearly, otherwise we would have 
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had to move out with the price it incurs. 
 
Next January, I truly hope that Equity will be effectively prevented to do the same, as we will not be 
able to pay for the same kind of increase. Thank you again for your help, and thank you for 
representing the tenants in this trial. For many of us, it would be very difficult or impossible to commit 
to a trial. We all know it requires a lot of dedication and motivation, so thank you for that too. 
 
Best, 
Nicolas Fiorini 
 

 
From: Luzelenia Casanova    EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED  
Date: Wed, May 17, 2017 at 10:54 AM 
Subject: Equity 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
To Whom It May Concern,  
 
I'm a former tenant of Equity and had a terrible experience and Harry was very helpful. I find that these 
large rental corporations get away with unethical practices. Tenants at Equity should appreciate 
Harry's work. Justice is desperately needed and I have faith that he will this battle with Goliath.  
 
Thank you Harry for all your help. 
 
Luzelenia Casanova  
202-848-2447 
 

 
From: Puff   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED 
Date: Tue, May 16, 2017 at 10:25 PM 
Subject: Thank you 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
Dear Harry Gural, 
 
I am writing to thank you for all your work and commitment to assisting residents of Van Ness South 
with many important issues including rent control laws and fire / building safety. We truly appreciate 
your looking out for us and all your efforts. 
 
Sincerely . 
 

tel:(202)%20848-2447
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Sam Straw 
 

From: Susan Cohen   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED  
Date: Wed, May 17, 2017 at 8:14 AM 
Subject: Just so you know..... 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
Hi Harry, 
After all you’ve done to help fellow tenants deal with rent concessions and other Issues, it’s such a 
shame you’re being subjected to all this nonsense now.  I don’t have personal experience with rent 
concessions, but I can attest to the other help you’ve provided me and other tenants at 3003 Van Ness 
vis a vis the following: 
 
1.      Electrical safety issues following a dog’s electrocution death on our building’s property and injury 
to his owners, 
2.      Security issues following a spate of robberies in the building 
3.      Lack of air conditioning and other building maintenance issues. 
4.      Problems resulting from badly behaved UDC students living in our building 
5.       UDC  zoning violations regarding summer “conference guests” in our building 
 
The list goes on and on, but suffice it to say you’ve been extremely helpful to all of us here at Van Ness 
and we’re all very grateful. 
 
Susan 
 

 
From: Sheri Brady   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED  
Date: Tue, May 16, 2017 at 10:50 PM 
Subject: Harry Gural's advocacy 
To: harrygural@gmail.com 
 
To Whom it May Concern 
 
I am a tenant at 3003 Van Ness St and have witnessed via the tenant's association Harry's hard work 
and advocacy on behalf of his fellow tenants, who have been battleing unfair and seemingly illegal 
increases. I have been impressed  with his willingness to stand up to a corporation that seems to put 
money befor the concerns and wellbeing of its tenants. 
 
I think it is great that the tenants of this building have such an advocate. 
 
Sheri Brady 
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From: Katie Pettet   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED  
Date: Tue, May 16, 2017 at 10:46 PM 
Subject: Thank you for your help - 3003 Van Ness Tenant Association 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
Dear Harry, 
 
We would like to thank you for helping us last summer as we tried to negotiate with Equity on the 
issue of raising rent above the legal percent allowed by DC law. You were easy to get in touch with and 
provided solid guidance on how we could proceed. Thank you for writing emails to Equity management 
on our behalf. Sadly, we were forced to move when Equity would not offer us a reasonable rent. We 
greatly appreciate your help, you are a true public servant and are fighting for all of us current and 
former tenants. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nick & Katie Pettet 
 

From: isabelle daverne  EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED  
Date: Tue, May 16, 2017 at 8:37 PM 
Subject: Many thanks 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
Hello Harry, 
 
Many thanks for your hard work as a tenant advocate in our building. This has been invaluable. You 
have indeed provided a great deal of information. We have been made aware of our rights, so we 
could fight the numerous illegalities coming form the landlord. 
 
Regards 
 
Isabelle, W 718 
 
Isabelle Daverne 
IDaverne77@alumni.gsb.columbia.edu 
Skype: Isabelle.Daverne 
 

From: Dee Foscherari   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED 
Date: Tue, May 16, 2017 at 8:20 PM 
Subject: To Whom it May Concern 
To: harrygural@gmail.com 
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Please  be advised Mr. Harry Gural has been an outstanding President of our VNSTA Tenants 
Association and has chaired every meeting providing assistance to those tenants who have and are 
being unfairly targeted with huge concession charges by Equity Residential when their leases are up for 
renewal.  They are discouraged from renting month to month because should they decide they would 
prefer to do so their monthly rents will escalate to an amount far and above what they could 
afford.  Therefore they must accept a negotiated amount which still exceeds what they were quoted 
when moving in as a new tenant.  Many, many tenants were forced to move because the amount 
designated by Equity is still excessive and not in line with DCRA rent control recommendations.  
 
Renters here in DC are all at the mercy of the greed of landlords with very little protections they should 
be able to expect.  Because rental properties are at a premium here in DC it is very difficult to remain 
here in the city. 
 
Mr Gural has given much of his valuable time to work with tenants, Equity and our city council to 
resolve this terrible practice.  We have lost many good neighbors  because of these landlord policies. 
 
Thank you. 
  
Dee Foscherari 

3003 Van Ness Street NW 
Washington, DC 
foscherari@verizon.net 
 

From: Mary Jane Maxwell   EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED  
Date: Tue, May 16, 2017 at 6:02 AM 
Subject: Assistance 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
To whom it way concern: 
 
Harry Gural's assistance to the Van Ness tenet group helped me investigate rent laws in DC.  I was new 
to DC, and I moved to 3001 Van Ness because of the price.  Then my rent skyrocketed after the first 
year. 
 
 As a result of Harry's willingness to talk to me about rent laws, I learned that I could rent an apartment 
in DC without having my rent increase 20% as it did at VanNess.  I moved two years later  (at great 
expense and inconvenience), and I am so grateful for Harry's research.  He was fair, professional and 
respectful always to me, to the tenets, and to Van Ness management in all his correspondence. 
 
Happy now in a normal, law-abiding apartment! Thank you, Harry! 
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Mary Jane  
 
Mary Jane Maxwell 
2511 Q St NW, Apt 15  Washington, DC 20007 
 

 
From: Daisy Chung  EMAIL ADDRESS REDACTED  
Date: Mon, May 15, 2017 at 10:33 PM 
Subject: Help on rent increase by Equity 
To: Harry Gural <harrygural@gmail.com> 
 
Thank you for helping me understand the ways that equity has been sneaking in extra rent raise by 
creating a fake rent ceiling using concession for the rent. I was able to inform the leasing office about 
my knowledge on this matter and fought for a slightly lower rent raise last year. But still, this behavior 
is unacceptable in any case.  Best of luck with the case ! 
 
Daisy  
#604 resident of Cleveland apt  
 

 
From: Arai Monteforte <arai.monteforte@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, May 15, 2017 at 7:36 PM 
Subject: Your tenant advocacy 
To: Harry Gural harrygural@gmail.com 

Dear Harry, 

I am very sorry to hear the troubles you are going through with Equity. I live abroad and have very little 
time so I hope the following --albeit very brief-- can help. 

Back in 2015, Equity tried to increase my rent from from 2,119 to 3,183 at the end of my one year 
lease. Your support and community meetings were instrumental in my negotiation with Equity. 
Although not ideal, I was able to move to an apartment down the hall with a short-term lease for them 
not to hike up my rent. I have since moved out but have no doubt that they continue their predatory 
practices towards their tenants. Please keep up your good work. 

Best, 

Arai 
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Calvin Geon Hee Lee’s Testimony 
  

On or around August 1, 2015, I moved to 3003 Van Ness apartment. The rent I paid under the 
lease was $2030 per month. When Van Ness apartment sent a letter on or around May 19, 2016 with 
the new rent, I found that Van Ness was increasing the rent 2% under the DC law and CPI for that year. 
I also discovered that Van Ness was increasing the rent from $2851, not $2030, the rent I have been 
paying for a year, with the new rent price as $2908. Van Ness mentioned that $2030 was the 
concession price for the year and $2851 rent is the price that they are going to base the increase of 
rent. I contacted Van Ness office and they told me that if I wanted to renew my lease for another year, 
I will need to pay $2851 plus 2% increase or they can renegotiate the price that is above $2030. I 
searched online for this type of practice by Van Ness apartment and other apartments in DC. I found 
that this scam was common practice by landlords in DC. I contacted Harry Gural, the head of the Van 
Ness Tenants Association for help. When I met with Harry, he listened to my story. Then he explained 
this practice that Van Ness has been doing for years. He helped me understand the situation and 
helped me resolve this matter with the Van Ness.  
 
I hereby declare that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief, and that I 
understand it is made for use as evidence in court and is subject to penalty for perjury. 
 
Date: May 17, 2017 
 
 
____/s/ Calvin Geon Hee Lee_____ 
Calvin Geon Hee Lee 
 


